COVID-19 2-DOSE (or 1 J&J) VACCINATION LEVELS OUT OF TOTAL POPULATION BY COUNTY
Data for most states via Centers for Disease Control; for some via COVID Act Now or state health dept.
Graph by Charles Gaba @charles_gaba / ACASignups.net

Vaccination Rates: 3,049 U.S. Counties (49 states* + D.C.)

**as of 2/14/22**

- Guam (80.1%) 197K
- Puerto Rico (78.3%) 3.90M
- N. Mar. Isles (76.0%) 59K

- American Samoa (68.2%)
  (Pop. 50K)

- U.S. Virgin Islands (53.0%)
  (Pop. 81K)

(y = -0.5173x + 0.8434
R² = 0.5105)

(cutting off counties at 98%
due to data uncertainty)